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herself. She loved the country, and our happiest pastime was
to drive far out into wild ethereal places where the snow was
broken only by elk tracks, and the silence by our sleigh
bells.
Her favourite visit was to Prince Eugen. His house stood
on a height above the harbour, and a great bronze replica of
Rodin's Penseur looked out across the water. The poetry of
the northern half-lights and of snow shapes and shadows was
in his work. He lived like a hermit, dedicating his life to art
and repelling any other form of duty. His house was almost
of glass, so big were the windows, catching all the sun and
contrasting the brilliant forced flowers within against the
white snow without.
As daylight faded one recognized the scenes of his pictures,
and the queer blue luminous light that characterized them.
While he talked his eyes always scanned the " beyond " and
he seemed to be far more absorbed in the beauty of the view
than interested in any conversation. He would break off
in the middle of a sentence to point out a little white steamer
with its yellow reflected lights. And we would linger until the
cupola of the Russian church was a mere silhouette, and the
pale pink sky had faded into indigo and the town across the
water lighted its myriad lights, and the factory on the opposite
shore with its great chimney looked like all the pictures of it
by Prince Eugen, whose interpretation transformed it almost
into a national monument.
From this atmosphere we would have to drag ourselves
away in order to hurry and dress to attend an official
dinner.
One day Nelly and I set out alone to explore the Castle.
We drifted through uninhabited apartments and eventually
fetched up in the King's, which were unguarded, and full of
beautiful tapestries. Suddenly, five rooms away (they all
gave into each other like a gallery) the King appeared'. We
tried to hide in the dining-room, but a servant brought word
that His Majesty wished to speak with us. He had been
very ill (these were indeed his last days) and he had to be
wheeled in an invalid chair. He abandoned this outside the

